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Preface 
 
 
The Graduate School on Engineering Mechanics, a joint initiative of the Eindhoven and Delft Universities of 
Technology and the University of Twente, organizes on an annual basis the Engineering Mechanics 
Symposium. The aim of this symposium is to stimulate the communication and the exchange of information 
with respect to ongoing research in the field of Engineering Mechanics. To achieve this the program contains 
a keynote lecture by a leading expert in the field, topic sessions in relation to the selected research program 
of the Graduate School, poster presentations of actual research projects by PhD-students and a meeting of 
the senior academic staff. 
 
The Tenth Engineering Mechanics Symposium takes place October 11-12, 2007 at De Werelt in Lunteren.  
In the opening session Prof. Bernard Schrefler from the University of Padova, Italy, will present a keynote 
lecture entitled: Multiscale Thermo-electro-mechanical Analysis of Superconducting Coils for ITER. 
 
Furthermore, four workshops are organized that partly run plenary and partly run in parallel.  
Topics of this years' workshops are: 
 
• Multi-physics 
 Organized by Jacques Huyghe (TU/e), Ysbrand Wijnant (UT) and Harald van Brummelen (TUD)  
•  Mechatronics and Smart Structures 
 Organized by Nathan van de Wouw (TU/e), Johannes van Dijk (UT), and Edwin de Vries (TUD) 
•  Composites 
 Organized by Remko Akkerman (UT), Kaspar Jansen (TUD) and Hans van Dommelen (TU/e) 
•  Discretisation and Solution Techniques 
 Organized by Garth Wells (TUD), Ton van den Boogaard (UT) and Michiel Hochstenbach (TU/e) 
 
Firstly, the Workshop Organizers provide Plenary Introductions on the trends and challenges of the 
Workshops. Two of those Plenary Introductions have been included in the morning program on the first 
Symposium day, whereas the other two have been included in the morning program of the second 
Symposium day. 
 
Next, two of the actual Workshops have been scheduled to run in parallel on the first Symposium day, 
whereas the other two have been scheduled to run in parallel on the second Symposium day. Each 
Workshop consists of two parts, separated by a break. Each part consists of 2 presentations by AIO’s/ 
Postdocs. The duration of each of the AIO/Postdoc presentations is 20 minutes and followed by 10 minutes 
of discussion. 
 
For the best AIO-presentation within each workshop a prize will be awarded. Winners will be announced 
directly before the closing of the symposium on Friday, October 12. 
 
Additionally, there are two poster discussion sessions in which PhD-students participating in the Graduate 
School on Engineering Mechanics present their current research project. In relation to these presentations a 
contest is organized in which an external jury selects the best three contributions.  
This year’s members of the jury are: Dr. E.L. Jansen (TUD), Ir. D.Ph. Schmidt (TNO Built Environment and 
Geosciences), Dr.ir. A.A.F. van de Ven (TU/e) and Dr.ir. L. Warnet (UT).  
Winners will be announced directly before the closing of the symposium on Friday, October 12. 
 
On Friday, October 12 a meeting of the senior academic staff participating in Engineering Mechanics takes 
place.   
 
This report contains more detailed information on the Tenth Engineering Mechanics Symposium. Included 
are the following sections: 
 
• Section 1: Detailed program of the symposium 
• Section 2: Abstracts of the keynote lecture and introduction to the workshops 
• Section 3: Abstracts of presentations in the workshops 
• Section 4: Survey of poster presentations 
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This section contains the detailed program of the Tenth Engineering Mechanics 
Symposium. Information on the keynote lecture and introductions to the sessions are 
presented in section 2. Abstracts of the presentations can be found in section 3. 



 

 



Program Tenth EM Symposium 
 
 

Thursday, 11 October 2007 
 
10.00-10.30 Registration and Informal get-together                                                 Room Azië 
 
10.30-12.40 Opening Session                                                                               Room Afrika 
 
10.30-10.40 Opening of the Symposium by Prof. René de Borst                           
 
10.40-11.40 Opening lecture: Multiscale Thermo-electro-mechanical Analysis of 

Superconducting Coils for ITER by 
Prof. Bernard Schrefler, University of Padova, Italy 

 
11.40-12.10 Trends and challenges in “Multi-physics”  

by Dr. Jacques Huyghe (TU/e) Organizer Workshop 1 
 
12.10-12.40 Trends and challenges in “Mechatronics and Smart Structures”  

by Organizers Workshop 2 
 
12.45-13.45 Lunch 
 
13.50-14.50 Workshops 1 and 2, part A 
 
Workshop 1:                                  Room Afrika
Multi-physics 

Workshop 2:                                 Room Amerika 
Mechatronics and Smart Structures 

 
Famke Kraaijeveld (TU/e) 
Osmoporomechanical coupling in cracks 

Marieke Posthumus Cloosterman (TU/e) 
Control over communication networks 

Stephan Hannot (TUD) 
Determining Pull-In Curves with 
Electromechanical FEM Models 

Tjeerd van der Poel (UT) 
Improving the vibration isolation performance of 
hard mounts for precision equipment 

 
14.50-15.50 Poster Discussion Session I:                                                            Room Azië 

Presentation of current research projects, carried out by  
PhD-students and Postdocs participating in Engineering Mechanics 

 
15.50-16.20 Break 
 
16.20-17.20 Workshops 1 and 2, part B 
 
Workshop 1, cont’d:                      Room Afrika 
Multi-physics 

Workshop 2, cont’d:                      Room Amerika
Mechatronics and Smart Structures 

 
Yvonne Schroeder (TU/e) 
Computational Investigation of key parameters 
in disc degeneration 

Mathieu Gerard (TUD) 
Global Chassis Control, Mechanics and 
Electronics for Improving Safety 

Ronald Kampinga (UT) 
Modelling a hearing aid loudspeaker 

Erik Steur (TU/e) 
Synchronization of electronic Hindmarsh-Rose 
neurons 

 
17.30-18.30 Poster Discussion Session II                                                            Room Azië 

Presentation of current research projects, carried out by  
PhD-students and Postdocs participating in Engineering Mechanics 

 
18.30-19.00 Informal reception    
19.00-22.00 Dinner 
 
22.00-24.00 Bar  
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Program Tenth EM Symposium 
 

 
Friday, 12 October 2007 

 
09.00-09.50 Plenary Session                                                                                Room Afrika 

 
09.00-09.30 Trends and challenges in “Composites” by  

Prof. Remko Akkerman (UT), Organizer Workshop 3 
 
09.30-10.00 Trends and challenges in “Discretisation and Solution Techniques”  

by Dr. Garth Wells (TUD), Organizer Workshop 4 
 
10.00-11.00 Workshops 3 and 4, part A 
 
Workshop 3:                                  Room Afrika
Composites 

Workshop 4:                                 Room Amerika 
Discretisation and Solution Techniques 

 
Sebastiaan Haanappel (UT) 
Permeability modelling for Non Crimp Fabrics 

Kristian Oelgaard (TUD) 
Automated code generation for variational 
problems 

Manoj Saraswat (TUD) 
A Qualitative study of the Void formation using 
Ultrasounds during the VARTM process  

Willem Dijkstra (TU/e) 
Simulating the blowing phase in the production of 
glass bottles 

 
11.00-11.30 Break 
 
11.30-12.30 Workshops 3 and 4, part B 
 
Workshop 3, cont’d:                      Room Afrika 
Composites 

Workshop 4, cont’d:                      Room Amerika
Discretisation and Solution Techniques 

 
Wouter Grouve (UT) 
Optimising the consolidation of thermoplastic 
composite laminates 

Kris van der Zee (TUD) 
Goal-Oriented Finite Element Adaptivity for Fluid-
Structure Interaction 

Miguel Patricio Dias (TU/e) 
Periodically distributed materials with local 
imperfections 

Igor Burchitz (UT) 
Adaptive integration for accurate springback 
prediction 

 
12.35-12.50 -  Announcement of winning contributions in the                        Room Afrika 

   AIO/Postdoc Presentation contest and in the Poster contest 
-  Closure 

 
12.50-13.50 Lunch 
 

Assembly and Meeting 
 
14.00-15.30 Assembly of Project Leaders EM                                                   Room Amerika 
 
16.30-20.00 Meeting of EM Advisory Board                                                      Lunterse Boer 
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This section contains abstracts of the Keynote Lecture by Prof. Bernard Schrefler, 
University of Padova, Italy and  
Introductions to the workshops “Multi-physics”, “Mechatronics and Smart Structures”, 
“Composites” and “Discretisation and Solution Techniques” by the session organizers.



 



 

 

 

 
 
 

Keynote Lecture 
 

Multiscale Thermo-Electro-
Mechanical Analysis of 

Superconducting Coils for ITER 
 

 
Bernhard A. Schrefler 1, Daniela P. Boso 1 and Marek Lefik 2 

 
1: Dipartimento di Costruzioni e Trasporti 

Università di Padova 
Via Marzolo, 9 – 35131 Padova, Italy 

e-mail: {bas,boso}@dic.unipd.it 
 

2: Chair of Geotechnical Engineering and Engineering Structures 
Technical University of Łódź  

Al. Politechniki 6, 93-590 Łódź, Poland 
e-mail: emlefik@p.lodz.pl 

 
 
After the last year’s decision about the construction site, ITER (International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor) prototype has entered its realization phase. During the last decade 
an extensive Research and Development program has been performed to demonstrate the 
feasibility of its magnet system. The major elements of this program have been the 
construction and test of real scale coils as well as solenoid prototypes. The testing of the 
model coils has provided valuable information to finalize the design of the magnetic system. 
However the behavior of Nb3Sn based cables was not as good as expected on the basis of 
the characteristics evaluated for the uncabled strands. This degradation in Nb3Sn 
performance seems to be due to various factors, among which the strain state of the 
filaments. It is worth to mention that Nb3Sn critical current depends upon the strain state, in 
addition to the applied magnetic field and temperature. 
 
For electrical and thermal stability in a superconducting (SC) strand the Nb3Sn compound 
is distributed into fine filaments (up to about 50 micrometers diameter) and embedded in a 
resistive matrix. Nb3Sn formation requires a solid state diffusion reaction at high 
temperature (900-950K), which causes transformation strains in each material during cool 
down to operating condition (4.2K). Moreover, the thermal strain is only part of the strain 
field, because of the complex layout of the wires inside the cable causes an additional 
strain. Finally, when the coil is energized, electromagnetic forces act as bending loads on 
the wires, which behave like continuous beams supported by the contacting wires in their 
neighbourhood. In this way a bending strain is added to the existing strain field. An 
accurate estimate of the strain state of the strand inside a coil experiencing magnetic loads 
is clearly not an easy task, a wide spectrum of coupled physical problems have to be 
considered for the prediction of Nb3Sn conductor performances. 
 
In this work we present a thermo-mechanical model based on homogenisation methods, 
suitably developed for the analysis of the SC fibrous composite with non-linear, 
temperature dependent components. We account also for local material yielding at the 
stage of microanalysis. The transformation strains due to cool down from the reaction 
temperature to the cable operating conditions are computed, as well as the following 
distribution of strain due to energisation. To recover the strain inside each single strand and 
in the Nb3Sn filaments, a suitable unsmearing technique is applied. The method is applied 
to the real case of the 3x3 and 3x3x5 cable sub-size samples tested at FZK in Germany. 
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 Workshop 1 

 
Multiphysics at 3TU 

 

 
J.M. Huyghe 

 
Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Biomedical Engineering 
Biomechanics and Tissue Engineering,  P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven 

phone +31-(0)40-2473137, e-mail j.m.r.huyghe@tue.nl 
 

 
Despite all the talk on multidisciplinarity, the culture of the TU’s remains profoundly 
monodisciplinary. The proud buildings of electrical, mechanical and physics engineering 
stand next to each other challenging one another. Nature, on the contrary, has no 
disciplines. Some researchers in each of the institutions try to restructure the thinking in 
engineering sciences into a more unifying whole.  
 
Examples will highlight how this burgeoning science is translated into applications in Delft, 
Endhoven and Twente. These include among others multiphysical mesh coupling in 
aeronautical applications, physical modelling of drop formation, chemomechanical coupling 
in tribology, electromechanics in MEMS, and electro-chemomechanical couplings in 
biological tissues. 
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 Workshop 2 

 
Mechatronics and Smart 

Structures 

 

 
N. van de Wouw (*), J. van Dijk (**) and E.J.H. de Vries (***) 

 
* Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Dynamics and Control Group, 

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, e-mail n.v.d.wouw@tue.nl 
** University of Twente, Faculty of Engineering Technology, Laboratory of Mechanical Automation,  

P.O. Box 217, 7500AE Enschede, e-mail j.vandijk@utwente.nl 
*** Delft University of Technology, Delft Center for Systems and Control  

Mekelweg 2, 2628 CD Delft, e-mail e.j.h.devries@tudelft.nl 
  
 
This workshop addresses three challenging research areas in the field of mechatronics and 
smart structures.  
 
1. Cooperative Control and Communication Constraints in Mechatronics 
The need for cooperative behaviour of mechatronic systems can be recognised in e.g. the 
following two application fields: firstly, that of cooperating teams of autonomous robots and, 
secondly, that of teleoperation. The further development of these field faces many 
challenges, such as e.g. 
- how to induce cooperative behaviour by means of control, where both the fact that the 

individual mechatronic systems may exhibit complex dynamics and the fact that 
cooperation between a large number of systems may be required. 

- Another challenge is represented by the fact that the (wireless or internet-based) 
communication between the systems is subject to constraints, such as time-delay, 
information loss and communication bandwidth limitations. Therefore, the development of 
cooperative control strategies that are robust for such constraints is crucial for the 
ultimate practical application in the field of cooperative robotics.  

 
2. Vibration Isolation Control 
In some applications, floor vibrations have a significant adverse effect on the machine 
performance. So-called soft machine mounts, e.g. pneumatic mounts, are often used to 
reduce the transmission of floor vibrations. However, due to their larger compliance, 
alignment problems may arise when the machine is subjected to direct loads like 
acceleration forces, forces from cables and acoustic disturbances. Such problems could be 
avoided if active hard mounts are used. By their mechanical design, such mounts provide a 
much smaller compliance to direct loads (low force mobility). The active control system is 
then designed to reduce the transmissibility of floor vibrations. 
The research in the SMARTMOUNTS project is about the application of adaptive 
feedforward control to generate anti-forces in an active hard mount (piezo mount), thereby 
improving the vibration isolation performance. 

3. Vehicle Mechatronics  
In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the amount of electronics 
embedded in cars, and this trend is expected to continue as car companies introduce 
further advances in safety, reliability and comfort.  
As an example, a large number of studies conducted by several car manufacturers and 
institutions have proven that ‘electronic stability program’ (ESP) contributes dramatically to 
greater road safety. All these studies indicate that the large-volume installation of this 
safety system would reduce the number of severe accidents by up to 50 percent. 
Furthermore, car manufacturers also consider electronics to adjust vehicle behaviour and 
generate brand identity. As a result the cost of electronics in a modern car has risen up to 
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30%. 
For driver assistance systems and traffic control applications, the component has to follow 
the command of a ‘global chassis controller’. Advanced control systems combining multiple 
sensors, actuators and electronic control units are placing high demands on the 
communication technology. 
The research theme innovates the long tradition of vehicle dynamics research in the 
Faculty towards advanced control of the car, as a mechatronical, embedded system 
guarantees that the existing expertise can be efficiently coordinated with other research 
activities for which automotive applications are important. In particular, the research aims at 
building up synergies with the department of Precision and Microsystem Engineering and 
the Delft Center for Systems and Control.  
Within Delft University this theme gives body to the Vehicle Mechatronics research within 
the DCMM currently known as intelligent automotive systems.  
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 Workshop 3 

 
Composites 

 

 
R. Akkerman (*), J.A.W. van Dommelen (**), K.M.B. Jansen (***) 

 
* University of Twente, Faculty of Engineering Technology, Production Technology,  

P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, r.akkerman@tue.nl 
** Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Mechanics of Materials,  

P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, j.a.w.v.dommelen@tue.nl 
*** Delft University of Technology, Department of Mechanical, Maritime and Materials Engineering, PME 

 Mekelweg 2, 2628 CD Delft, k.m.b.jansen@3me.tudelft.nl  
 

 
Composite materials are a combination of two or more different constituents aiming to 
combine the desirable properties of the separate phases into one. Most often, the term 
‘composite material’ is reserved for fibres embedded in a continuous matrix material, 
usually polymeric. The underlying structure is reflected in macroscopic behaviour in many 
respects, in processing, properties and performance. 
  
Processing implies at least the creation of a proper distribution of fibres and matrix: a well 
consolidated microstructure with minimum flaws and adequate fibre-matrix bonding. The 
resulting microstructure can be used to predict the macroscopic properties (such as 
stiffness and thermal expansion) with good accuracy. 
 
The stress state at the microscopic and mesoscopic level determines the onset and growth 
of damage. These local stress states are highly dependent on the local fibre density and 
distribution. In other words: the performance depends strongly on the underlying structure. 
 
The multiscale character of composite science and technology is reflected in the analysis of 
both processing and performance, considering aspect of multiphase flows, fluid-solid 
interaction and solid mechanics. This Composites workshop will present an overview of the 
3TU activities in this field. 
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 Workshop 4 

 
Discretisation and Solution 

Techniques 

 

 
Garth N. Wells 

 
Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Geosciences 

Stevinweg 1, 2628 CN Delft 
e-mail: g.n.wells@tudelft.nl  

 
 
Computational approaches for solving mechanics problems have evolved into an essential 
research tool. Research activities range from the application of established tools in order to 
better understand complicated mechanical phenomena, to the development of new 
methodologies for the solution of both well known and new problems in mechanics.  The 
solution of many problems poses significant computational challenges. A high degree of 
nonlinearity, evolving geometry, ill-posed discrete formulations, or the presence advective 
transport terms are typical of many problems. Particularly in the realm of multi-scale and 
multi-physics problems, demands on discretisation and solution techniques increase, and 
an understanding of the interaction between physics, mathematical model and numerical 
approximation technique is essential. 
 
We provide here an overview of activities within the research school in the area of 
discretisation and solution techniques, and more generally scientific computing, together 
with a synopsis of some challenges in the context of applied mechanics. Different aspects 
of discretisation and solution techniques currently being investigated with the research 
school will be elucidated in four presentations. Topics include special methodologies for 
capturing relevant mechanical processes accurately and efficiently, unconventional 
discretisation techniques for challenging problems, error estimation and adaptivity, and 
automated modelling and code generation. 
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This section contains abstracts of presentations at the Tenth Engineering Mechanics 
Symposium. Abstracts are in alphabetic order on the (first) author. Abstracts of the 
keynote lecture and an introduction to the workshops are presented in section 2. 



 



 

 

 
 Adaptive integration for accurate 

springback prediction 
 

 
I.A. Burchitz 

 
University of Twente, Faculty of Engineering Technology,  

Section of Applied Mechanics, P.O. Box 217, 7500AE Enschede, 
phone: -31 (0) 53 489 40 69, e-mail: i.a.burchitz@ctw.utwente.nl 

 
 
Introduction 
Error due to numerical integration in thickness direction is yet another reason of common 
inaccuracy of springback prediction [1]. During the finite element solution procedure well-
known numerical schemes like Newton-Cotes rules or Gauss quadrature are commonly 
used for the through-thickness integration of shell elements. When a material is in the 
elastic regime, the integration error is negligible for any scheme, using a limited number of 
integration points. The situation changes when the material is in the elastic-plastic regime. 
Even for a simple problem up to 50 points through the material thickness may be needed to 
minimize the influence of the integration error on the accuracy of springback prediction. 
However, in simulations of sheet metal forming, increasing the number of integration points 
places high demands on computational costs and is very undesirable. 
 
Components of adaptive strategy 
An adaptive through-thickness integration strategy is developed [2]. To improve the 
accuracy, it utilises the integration points more efficiently. The integration strategy consists 
of two parts: interval manager and interval processor. If one considers the implicit finite 
element solution procedure, in the end of every successfully converged incremental step 
the interval manager evaluates the integrand's profile. Based on this information, the 
location and number of the integration points is adapted and the internal variables are 
updated. Within an incremental step the points are not adapted, to minimise the risk of 
divergence of the iterative solution process. The actual integration is performed by the 
interval processor, which uses the numerical schemes that can cope with unequally 
distributed sampling points. Adapting the integration points in the end of every loading step 
ensures more accurate stress resultants, hence, a more accurate springback prediction. 
 
Results 
The performance of the adaptive integration strategy is evaluated using several tests. 
Simulations of the unconstrained cylindrical bending problem (NUMISHEET’02 benchmark) 
show that the traditional Gauss quadrature requires at least 20 integration points to 
minimise the numerical integration error. At the same time, to achieve similar accuracy the 
adaptive Simpson’s rule uses twice as less integration points and, thus, improves 
springback prediction at minimal costs. 
 
Acknowledgements 
The scientific support of the project members and the financial support of the Netherlands 
Institute for Metals Research are greatly acknowledged. 
 
References 
[1] R.H. Wagoner, M. Li. Simulation of springback: Through-thickness integration. International Journal of 

Plasticity, 23:3, 345-360, 2007. 
[2] I.A. Burchitz, T. Meinders. Adaptive through-thickness integration for accurate springback prediction, 

submitted for publication. 
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 Simulating the blowing phase in the 

production of glass bottles 
 

 

 
W. Dijkstra, R.M.M Mattheij 

 
Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, CASA, 

P.O. Box 513, NL 5600 MB Eindhoven, 
phone +31 (0)40 247 4328, e-mail w.dijkstra@tue.nl 

 
 
The industrial production of glass bottles and jars 
consists of several phases. First an amount of hot 
liquid glass, the gob, falls into a mould that is open 
from above. A plunger is pushed into the mould, 
shaping the glass to an intermediate form called the 
parison. This phase of the production process is called 
the pressing phase. The parison is put into a second 
mould in which it is allowed to creep in vertical direction 
(sagging) due to gravity for a short period. Then the 
parison is blown to its final shape by pressurized air. 
This phase of the production process is called the 
blowing phase. For the glass industry it is important to 
optimize each phase of the production process. One 
can think of optimizing the shape of the parison, the 
speed of the plunger, the sagging time, the pressure of the air during the blowing phase, etc. 
Experiments to tune these parameters are cumbersome, costly and time consuming. Therefore 
computer simulation of the various production phases can offer useful information to optimize the 
production. 
 
This study concerns the flow of the glass during the blowing phase. We are given the shape of 
the parison and the shape of the mould. The pressure of the pressurized air is prescribed. The 
Boundary Element Method (BEM) computes the flow at the boundary of the glass at a certain 
time level. Then we use an Euler forward method to perform a time integration step yielding the 
shape of the glass at the next time level.  
 
Numerical modelling of the production process of glass bottles and jars has been the topic of 
several papers. Mostly finite elements are used to simulate the glass blowing, sometimes using a 
level set method to track the position of the glass boundary. In many cases rotationally 
symmetric parisons are modelled and computations are limited to two dimensions. To the 
authors knowledge our study is the first to address the blowing problem in three dimensions 
using the BEM. During the blowing phase the temperature of the glass changes due to heat 
exchange with the mould. The viscosity of the glass depends on the temperature in an essentially 
non-linear way. Hence the heat problem and the flow problem are coupled. In our paper we 
assume a uniform temperature that remains constant during the whole blowing phase. Special 
attention has to be given to the contact problem of the glass and the mould. Most papers assume 
a no-slip condition at the mould. In practice this is not the case. Sometimes the mould is even 
covered with a lubricating substance to improve the slip of the glass. Therefore we choose to 
work with a partial-slip boundary condition instead of a no-slip boundary condition. 
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 Global Chassis Control,  

Mechanics and Electronics  
for Improving Safety 

 

 
M. Gerard 

 
Delft University of Technology, Delft Center for Systems and Control 

Mekelweg 2, NL 2628 CD Delft 
phone +31 (0)15 27 85058, e-mail M.P.Gerard@tudelft.nl 

 
 
Automotive Mechatronic Systems 
The number of active systems in a car is rapidly increasing for increasing the performances 
and the safety of the vehicle, particularly systems for influencing the motion of the chassis. 
Anti-Lock Braking Systems (ABS) as well as Electronic Stability Program (ESP) are 
standard equipments on today’s cars. In a near future, it can be expected that vehicles will 
be equipped with new mechatronic systems. 
Active suspension can increase the roll control capacity, reduce the risk of roll-over and 
improve the load transfer and distribution of braking forces. 
Thanks to a Steer-by-Wire system (i.e., electronic control of the steering angle) the car can 
have a more predictable and linear behaviour, even in case of large steering commands.  
Using steering on all wheels it becomes possible to decouple lateral forces and yaw 
moments which can provide more accurate and consistent behaviour as well as better 
disturbance rejection for instance from side winds. Finally, the implementation of a Brake-
by-Wire system (i.e., electronic control of the brakes) allows for a more efficient distribution 
of the tyre forces on the friction ellipse, especially in case of low friction.  
 
So far these new systems, when implemented are controlled independently. However, it will 
become clear that they strongly influence each other. Therefore, undesired coupling 
between the different control schemes may lead to severe loss of performance. Moreover, 
it is difficult to foresee how good the actuators will be performing compared to the global 
optimum. Also the appearance of new sensors will lead to a more global view on chassis 
control design. The challenge of Global Chassis Control is to see the vehicle, with all 
sensors and actuators, as a whole instead of as a juxtaposition of sensors-actuator pairs. 
 
Control objectives 
Our objective is to integrate and optimally control all the active systems previously 
described to ultimately make the vehicle behaviour more consistent and predictable and 
improve simultaneously the handling and ride performance, the disturbance behaviour, the 
handling at the friction limit and the comfort. All those aspects are related to the 
controllability of the car by the driver and therefore to the global safety. 
 
References 
[1] C. Canudas-deWit, H. Bechart, X. Claeys, P. Dolcini, JJ. Martinez; Fun-to-Drive by Feedback; 44th 

IEEE Conference on Decision and Control and European Control Conference CDC-ECC; 2005. 
 
[2] J. Andreasson, C. Knobel, T. Bünte, "On Road Vehicle Motion Control - striving towards synergy", 

Proceedings of AVEC'06, Taipei, Taiwan, aug. 2006. 
 
[3] J. Andreasson; On Generic Road Vehicle Motion Modelling and Control; Ph.D. Thesis KTH Vehicle 

Dynamics Stockholm; 2007. 
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 Optimising the consolidation of 

thermoplastic composite 
laminates 

 

 
W.J.B. Grouve and R. Akkerman 

 
University of Twente, Institute of Mechanics, Processing and Control - Twente,  

P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede 
phone +31 (0)53 4894346, e-mail w.j.b.grouve@ctw.utwente.nl 

 
 
Fabric reinforced thermoplastic plates are produced by melting plastic sheets at high 
pressure and high temperature onto a fabric layer. Polyetherimide (PEI) and 
polyphenylenesulfide (PPS) are commonly used as matrix material. The use of alternative 
polymers potentially offers an increase in performance combined with a decrease in cost. A 
thorough understanding of the production process is required to develop an optimal 
processing route for these new thermoplastic composites. 
 
Thermoplastic resin needs to infiltrate into a dry 
fabric during the consolidation phase. This is a 
complex process with various interrelated 
phenomena, as shown in figure 1. Pressure, 
applied to force the viscous resin to infiltrate into 
the fabric, leads to deformation of the com-
pliant fabric, thereby altering the infiltration 
kinetics. The process temperature significantly 
affects the resin viscosity. Impregnation will 
improve at higher temperature, and conversely, 
heat transfer will improve as impregnation 
proceeds. Currently, the exact pressure distri-
bution evolution in the variably inhomogeneous 
composite system is yet unknown while it is 
essential input to any impregnation model.  
 
Impregnation of the fabric will be considered at both the micro scale, i.e. between the 
individual fibres, and meso scale, i.e. between the fibre bundles, in order to describe the 
infiltration process completely. Infiltration on micro scale can be described with Darcy’s Law, 
while the Stokes Flow equations can be used to describe resin flow at meso scale.  
 
The first objective of this research is an improved understanding of the phenomena involved 
and how they are related to each other. The second objective is the development of a 
simplified impregnation model. This ‘design tool’ will shorten the time to market for new 
thermoplastic composite materials.  
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Figure 1: Relation between processing 
conditions and fibre/resin distribution 
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Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) has proven to be a cost effective production method for 
near-net shaped products with a high accuracy and a high reproducibility. The application 
of Non Crimp Fabrics (NCF) in RTM combines improved properties with this relatively low 
cost production process: the absence of undulation (or crimp) improves the in-plane 
properties relative to woven fabric composites, whereas the stitches in the material prevent 
a significant drop of the through-thickness properties. 
 
 Costly trial and error process development can be prevented by apt process simulations, 
which require the appropriate material property data, in this case the permeability of the 
fabric. So far, both measurements and predictions of the permeability have shown 
significant scatter, up to an order of magnitude difference. 
 
Previous analytical work [1] has shown that the simulation of the permeability of NCFs 
requires a significant amount of flow channels in a Representative Volume Element, as the 
scatter in the local dimensions cannot be resolved by simple averaging. This work is now 
further elaborated to reach quantitatively correct permeability predictions. The geometry is 
modelled with more precision and extra features are included in the flow model, with 
significant effect on the resin flow. 
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Introduction 
Microsystems or Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) are small (micrometer size) 
machines usually built by lithographic technologies originally developed for microchips. A 
commonly used type is the electrostatically actuated MEMS. These MEMS use the coupling 
between electrostatic forces and mechanical deformations for sensing and actuation 
 
The left-hand side of figure 1 shows 
a simplified model of an electro-
statically actuated MEMS. It is 
formed by a fixed electrode and a 
moving electrode, connected to the 
fixed world by an elastic spring. The 
flexible electrode is actuated by 
applying a voltage difference 
between the electrodes, causing 
attractive forces between them. 

The right-hand side of figure 1 shows the static equilibrium solutions. When a voltage is 
applied that is lower than the so called pull-in voltage (that depends on the spring stiffness 
and the initial gap) there are two equilibrium displacements: a dynamically stable one and 
an unstable one. Above the pull-in voltage there exist no static solutions. Therefore in 
reality the moving electrode will stick to the fixed electrode, it is pulled in. 
 
Modeling pull-in with FEM 
Since pull-in is very critical, an important goal of the Finite Element modeling of MEMS is 
the prediction of reliable pull-in voltages and displacements. Traditionally the approach is to 
start at the initial configuration and using a Newton-Raphson technique with the applied 
voltage as the loading parameter to find the curve [1]. This can only solve the stable part of 
the curve and the approximation of the pull-in point depends on the convergence criteria. 
Arc-length methods avoid break down near pull-in [2], however are more complex and time 
consuming. 
 
Charge loading 
To solve these problems we propose to use the applied charge as load-parameter in the 
Newton-Raphson scheme. But the charge distribution depends on the shape and 
deformation of the conductors; therefore we apply the total charge on one of the conductor 
nodes in combination with an extra equipotential constraint on that conductor. The method 
will be illustrated using an example coupled electromechanical FEM model. 
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Fig. 1:  1D Pull-in 
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Introduction 
A hearing aid loudspeaker is a very small acoustic actuator; it transforms an electric signal 
to an acoustic signal. Hearing aid loudspeakers are so small, that viscothermal effects are 
not negligible. The aim of my research is to develop tools to optimize these loudspeakers 
for, for instance, efficiency, frequency range and pressure output. 
 
Multi-physics 
A ‘balanced armature motor’ is often used in current hearing aid loudspeakers; see Figure 
1. In these motors an alternating electric current generates a magnetic field. This magnetic 
field is used to drive a membrane which is used to compresses the air inside the ear canal. 
This is perceived as sound. Given these four different physical domains (electric, magnetic, 
mechanical and acoustic), the optimization of hearing aid loudspeakers requires a multi-
physical analysis. 
 
Presentation 
In my presentation I will introduce the working principle of the balanced armature motor, its 
four physical domains and how they are coupled. The coupling of the viscous air and 
vibrating membrane is discussed in more detail; results from a semi-analytical model of a 
membrane coupled to a viscous air layer will be presented. Finally, the ideas for future 
research and the latest progress will be presented. 
 
 

Figure 1: Photo of a cross section of a hearing aid loudspeaker 
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In the EU alone, back pain costs over 200 bilion euros. One of the causes for (lower) back 
pain is Intervertebral Disc Herniation (IVD). The presence of ions in the solid structure 
(fixed charge) and in the liquid (free ions) in the IVD causes an osmotic pressure. We 
hypothesise that existing cracks open and grow under decreasing osmotic pressure 
causing visible damage [4]. In the particular case of disc herniation, the decrease in 
osmotic pressure is induced by progressive degeneration of the intervertebral disc [3]. 
 
The hypothesis is mostly tested by numerical analysis. A Partition of Unity approach [1] is 
taken to describe a discrete propagation of the crack within the swelling, saturated medium. 
The exchange of fluid between medium and crack, the flow of fluid within the crack and the 
frictional forces of the fluid onto the crack borders are accounted for. A benchmark for the 
numerical model is an analytical solution of dislocation in a swelling medium [5]. Lanir’s 
model [2] is used under infinitesimal deformation assumption.The experimental work 
involves confocal microscopic visualisation of the tissue. 
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Rapid development and testing of mathematical models to solve problems is of importance 
in modern engineering. However, the translation of the weak form of a given partial 
differential equation into efficient computer code is time consuming and error prone. 
Automating this process is therefore desirable when addressing formulations of high 
complexity, as well as during the development of new models. 
 
The FEniCS [1] project aims to develop appropriate abstractions to automate large parts of 
the computational mathematical modelling process. The FEniCS Form Compiler (FFC) 
provides a high-level language specific to variational problems, and compiles high-level 
input into optimised low-level code. It analyses the weak form during compile time, which 
allows factorisation of redundant terms and removal of zero valued terms. Constant factors 
entering the element tensor evaluation are also precomputed to speed up run time 
evaluation. This approach is suited to both the investigation of new formulations and 
performing large scale simulations. 
 
A number of concepts behind automated modelling will be presented, supported by 
numerous examples, including the Poisson, advection diffusion and biharmonic equations. 
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Introduction 
In a composite material which consists of two phases bonded together along the interface, 
the matrix and the inclusions, the number of the latter is typically very large. This makes for 
a very complex problem to deal with from the numerical point of view. Homogenisation 
techniques have been developed which allow the determination of the macroscopic 
properties of periodically distributed composite materials without having to resolve the 
microscale throughout the domain, cf. [1] and references within. 
 
In this presentation we will use domain decomposition methods – see for example [2] - to 
address the problem of materials for which homogenization techniques are not applicable 
or desirable on a small local region. A hybrid algorithm will be proposed and the results of 
its application to linear elasticity will be discussed. 
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Introduction 
Disturbances are becoming increasingly important in high-precision machinery, in which the 
required accuracy level is reaching (sub-) nanometer levels. Commonly, sensitive machines 
(or components) are supported by soft mounts – e.g. pneumatic isolators – to reduce the 
transmission of base vibrations to the supported machine. Inherent to their low stiffness, 
such soft mounts offer only poor machine positioning under the influence of direct 
disturbances, e.g. internal stage motions or contact forces. These vibration isolation 
systems may not perform satisfactorily in the presence of both significant direct 
disturbances and base vibrations. 
 
Design strategy 
This research projects aims at designing a vibration isolation system which offers high 
support stiffness as well as reduced transmissibility of base vibrations. It is based on a 
mechanically stiff mounts (so-called hard mounts) and an active control system which 
should provide the required vibration isolation. The control strategy combines feedback 
control to add artificial damping and adaptive feedforward control to reduce the base 
vibration transmissibility. 
 
Performance and limitations 
Some experimental results on a highly simplified, one-directional laboratory setup are 
presented, which illustrate the effectiveness of the presented control strategy. Performance 
limitations that were observed during the experiments are the presence of low-frequency 
noise, time and computational delays in the control loop and the computational complexity 
of the adaptive feedforward control algorithm. 
 
Future research 
Future work will focus on the extension to a more complex setup having multiple sensors 
and actuators as well as improvement of the control system. In this multi-channel setup, the 
mechanical design of the hard mounts will be of key importance as well. 
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In this presentation, we consider the control of mechatronic systems over communication 
networks, such as internet or CAN. The usage of these communication networks has 
advantages such as low cost, flexible architectures and ease of maintenance [1]. Typical 
applications are mobile sensor networks, remote surgery, automated highway systems and 
unmanned aerial vehicles. The disadvantages of the control over a network are caused by 
the unreliability and shared use of the network, resulting in time-delays and packet 
dropouts. The nature of the time-delays and possibility of packet dropouts depends on the 
chosen communication protocol and network. All communication networks suffer from 
some delay, depending on the amount of network traffic, the device delays and the network 
data-rate. Packet dropouts occur if network connections fail, e.g. in wireless networks, or if 
data packets collide and are destructed in the case of an overloaded network. 
 
This presentation will focus on the effects of network-induced time-delays and packet 
dropouts on the stability and performance of the controlled system. First, an example of the 
destabilizing effect of time-variations in the delay will be shown to motivate the usefulness 
of control theorems for time-varying delays. Second, a discrete-time model including 
network-induced time-delays and packet dropouts will be presented. Third, based on this 
model, stability analysis techniques that guarantee the closed loop stability in the face of 
time-varying delays and packet dropouts will be presented. For this analysis, it is assumed 
that the network-induced delays satisfy an upper and lower bound and that there exists an 
upper bound on the maximum number of subsequential packet dropouts. Measurements 
over communication networks showed that an upper and lower bound on the delays can be 
estimated [2], [3]. Moreover, an upper bound on the subsequential packet dropouts is 
reasonable, because an infinite number of subsequential packet dropouts results in an 
uncontrolled system. Based on the presented stability analysis techniques, control design 
techniques are obtained that determine a controller that renders the system stable in the 
face of time-varying delays and packet dropouts. Additionally, based on these techniques, 
performance criteria in terms of the time-response of the system will be discussed.  
Finally, the proposed control design will be illustrated by application to a motion control 
example from the document printing domain. 
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Introduction 
Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) is one of the most important processes 
used for Polymer Composites Manufacturing. For a successful production of the desired 
part, it is essential that the adequate wetting of the fibrous perform takes place besides the 
complete filling of the mold. An incomplete saturation of the fiber tows in the mold leads to 
the production of defective parts with dry spots. The dry spots are the result of the void 
formation that inherently takes place during the phenomenon of infusion as well as the cure 
shrinkage that accompanies the phenomenon of curing. This paper aims to qualitatively 
look at the phenomenon of the void formation that occurs during VARTM process using 
Ultrasonic Transducers. An attempt has been made to investigate the phenomenon as a 
function of different variables like fiber preform, viscosity, etc. The phenomenon of the 
bubble and the void formation was found to be inherent with the VARTM process and the 
basic cause of void formation is independent of the choice of the fiber preform or other 
variables like viscosity. The fundamental reason for the evolution of the bubbles and hence 
void formation is the drop in the partial pressure of the control volume resulting in the 
subsequent vaporization of the components of the infusing resin. A parallel set of 
experiments was conducted and ‘pseudo’ infusion experiments were carried out to support 
the hypothesis. A good agreement was found between the two series of experiments, which 
provides an excellent means for understanding the phenomenon of the bubble and void 
formation in the VARTM processes at fundamental level. 
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Back pain is a frequently occurring complaint in adults, often partially incapacitating the 
patient. Intervertebral discs are a key element of back pain. Intervertebral discs absorb and 
transmit loads through the spine  and providing  flexibility. Finite element (FE) models have 
become an important tool to study load distribution in intervertebral discs. Discs are 
subjected to a combination of elastic, viscous and osmotic forces; the latter being mostly 
neglected in previous 3D FE models. Experimental results showed that gene expression in 
the disc is affected by changes in extrafibrillar osmolarity, making quantification of fluid 
exchange physiologically relevant.  
 
Here, an FE model is presented which takes these parameters into account. It computes 
the interplay between osmotic, viscous and elastic forces in an intervertebral disc under 
axial compressive load. The unloaded mesh equilibrates in a physiological solution, 
exhibiting an intradiscal pressure of 0.2MPa. Before and after loading the simulated 
hydrostatic pressure compares well with experimental data. 
   
An study on the influence of intra and extrafibrillar water differentiation on disc stresses and 
pressure showed the following results. In the annulus stresses, hydrostatic pressure and 
osmolarity were clearly underestimated when the intrafibrillar water (IFW) value was 
neglected. This emphasizes the importance of including IFW content in our model for 
intradiscal pressure and stresses estimation. The IFW is especially important in the 
collagen-rich annulus, as up to 30% of the total fluid may be IFW, influencing swelling and 
load bearing properties of the disc. To precisely define the constitutive law describing the 
complex disc tissue, material testing data from literature were complemented with tensile 
tests on human annulus fibrosus. All available data were used to tune a osmoviscoelastic 
material constitutive law. This material law emphasizes the interdependency between 
swelling ability and viscoelastic nature of collagen fibers and describes fiber and non-fiber 
properties of healthy human discs.  
 
We then quantified stress distribution in the disc, in particular the characteristic posterior 
and anterior stress peaks, observed experimentally by McNally et al.; nucleus stresses are 
nearly constant, whereas high peaks of compressive stress are found posteriorly and 
anteriorly in the annulus. In both experimental and the numerical data, the posterior side 
experiences the highest compressive stress, which might explain the prevalence of 
postero-lateral herniation in humans. Development of these peaks depends partly on the 
amount of fixed charges, influencing the swelling capacity of the disc tissue. An increase in 
stress peaks is noticed when the swelling ability is reduced indicating a load shift from 
nucleus to annulus. Further quantification of parameters influencing load distribution in 
normal and degenerated disc, requires a data set of degenerated human fiber and non-
fiber disc properties. Also, quantification of stress and load distribution under different load 
cases (e.g. bending, torsion) is needed.   
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Synchronization is the phenomena where coupled dynamical systems adjust their motion 
due to some (weak) interaction such that the systems show, after some time, identical 
motion independent of their starting positions. Synchronous behavior of systems is 
witnessed in a vast number of research area’s. Beautiful examples are, for instance, the 
simultaneous flashing of male fireflies on bank along rivers in Malaysia, Thailand and New 
Guinea, and the synchronous release of action potentials in parts of the mammalian brain. 
In the field of mechanical engineering synchronization can be found when, for example, 
robots do have to cooperate. One can also think of surgery robots where a robot (slave) 
follows the movements of the hands of a surgeon (master). 
 
It is important to understand the mechanisms behind the synchronized motion of systems, 
i.e. under which conditions do these systems synchronize. Here we restrict ourselves to the 
synchronization of diffusively coupled systems; that is all systems are mutually coupled 
using linear functions of the outputs of the systems. Using a semi-passivity based approach 
[2] we can derive conditions that guarantee the existence of synchronized regimes. These 
regimes might correspond to the full synchronized state, i.e. all systems have identical 
motion, as well as to partial synchronization where the only some systems do synchronize. 
 
We present the synchronization of diffusively coupled Hindmarsh-Rose (HR) electronic 
neurons. The HR model [1] is a well-known model in the field of neuroscience that provides 
a description of the action potential generation in neuronal cells. This model consists of 
three coupled nonlinear differential equations and is capable of producing both simple and 
complex oscillatory motion. The electronic neurons are analog electrical circuits which 
integrate the three differential equations of the HR model. An experimental setup consisting 
of maximal four circuits, operating in the chaotic bursting regime, is used to show the 
existence of partial or full synchronized states. 
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Introduction 
Numerical methods for fluid-structure interaction (FSI) are of great importance in, for 
example, the simulation of aeroelastic-instability phenomena in aerospace engineering and 
vascular fluid flow in biomedical sciences. Paradoxically, in concurrent numerical 
simulations for FSI, vast computational resources are consumed by the fluid subsystem. 
However, engineering interest generally concerns the structural response. 
 
Goal-oriented adaptivity 
Finite-element techniques employing goal-oriented adaptive strategies could offer a 
substantial improvement in the efficiency of such simulations. These strategies rely on a-
posteriori error estimates for a specific output quantity of interest, the goal functional. To 
obtain such an error estimate, the solution of a dual (adjoint) problem is required. This 
allows the marking of elements in the computational domain for which refinement results in 
optimal accuracy of the goal functional under consideration. That is, the methodology 
resolves fine scales only if they have a pronounced influence on the accuracy of our 
interest. Considerable work on goal-oriented error estimation and adaptivity for generic 
boundary value problems has been performed by Becker and Rannacher [1], and 
Prudhomme and Oden [2]. 
 
Reference domain method 
The free-boundary character of FSI problems forms a fundamental complication, as it yields 
the underlying fluid-domain unknown a-priori. Consequently, the formulation of an 
appropriate dual problem is nontrivial. In this work we present a goal-oriented error 
estimator for FSI problems based on the reference domain method [3]. For this, we transfer 
the fluid problem from the unknown variable domain to a fixed domain. The resulting dual 
problem inherently contains complicated shape derivatives. 
 
Numerical results 
As a model problem, we consider incompressible flow in a 2D channel with a flexible 
segment. The goal-oriented error estimator is applied in an adaptive refinement strategy to 
control the accuracy of various quantities of interest. The efficiency of the adaptive 
refinement strategy is demonstrated by comparing with uniform refinement and energy-
norm-oriented adaptive refinement.  
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